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ABOUT US

On Sports Consulting is a company specialized in the organization and management of 
sporting events, development of international tournaments and specific training campu-
ses for high-level athletes.

It has more than 20 years of experience in the selection of top quality sports centers, 
adapted and prepared to host the best sporting events, always looking for very clear 
objectives: capacity, security, tranquility, and excellent facilities.

We offer a complete service all over Spain and we have the possibility to work within a 
wide variety of budgets, to satisfy the needs of any club or sport entity.

Our high level of professionalism puts us in the best position to organize the best 
international grassroots soccer tournaments and we guarantee that the coaching staff, 
players and accompanying persons make the most of their stay in the best resorts in 
Spain.

During our previous editions, we have offered more than 25,000 players of different 
nationalities the opportunity to spend several days away from their usual environment, 
the educational values that sport offers to athletes and above all to enjoy unforgettable 
experiences, both on and off the field.

Our company is the result of years of experience and professionalism in the world of 
sports, offering a personalized service for each of our clients.

ON SPORTS CONSULTING

"Our greatest satisfaction is seeing teams return year after year."
Miguel Vilchez, General Manager
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WHY CHOOSE OUR TOURNAMENTS?

Professionalism

Experience

Recognized brand

Our great professionalism places us in an optimal position to manage one of 
the best and most important soccer academies in Spain. Our company is the 
result of years of experience and professionalism in the world of sports, 
offering a personalized service to each of our clients.

With over 20 years of experience in the selection of top quality sports 
centers, adapted and prepared to host the best sporting events, always 
looking for very clear objectives: capacity, security, tranquility, and excellent 
facilities.

On Sports Consulting is a recognized sports consultancy with official agree-
ments and certificates from the Royal Spanish Football Federation.

Our agreements guarantee our success.

Partnership
We work closely with the best clubs, federations and national and 
international agencies that help us position ourselves as leaders in the 
sector.

At the global level
During our trajectory, more than 25,000 soccer players from 20 countries 
have tried our services and many of them have successfully joined the 
best youth academies in Europe.

Our agents are all over the world and conduct scouting tests to find your 
talent.
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TOURNAMENT FEATURES

ON SPORTS CUP
We provide the opportunity for teams from all over the world to play against 
teams from LaLiga Santander and LaLiga Smartbank and major international 
leagues.

In addition, our destinations offer: great weather, wonderful beaches and a wide 
variety of leisure activities to enjoy with friends and family.

SPORTING ASPECTS

A table will be formed according to registrations by category.

-PREVIOUS PHASE*: Groups of 4-5 teams play a group, guaranteeing a minimum 
of 3 matches in this phase.
- FINAL PHASE: The first and second place teams of each group will play the Final 
Phase by elimination.
Final Phase by playoffs.

*In case of a tie in the final qualifying rounds, the match will be decided by kicks 
from the penalty spot..

WHO ARE OUR TOURNAMENTS AIMED AT?
Our tournaments are aimed at academies, clubs, schools, sports associations, 
sports groups and public and private institutions.

Family members and spectators can accompany the teams in the tournament 
and enjoy unbeatable discounts...

CATEGORIES

7-a-side soccer

Under 12: 2012, 2013   

11-a-side soccer
Under 14: 2010, 2011   

Under 10: 2014, 2015    

Under 16: 2008, 2009 

Under 19: 2005, 2006, 2007 
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PARTICIPATION OF TOP-LEVEL TEAMS

* Consult the Organization for the confirmed teams in each of the editions.

Play against the best clubs...
Are you up for the challenge?

These are some of the teams that have participated in previous editions:
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THE TOURNAMENT STEP BY STEP

Teams will go to the meeting point that will be detailed in 
advance by the organization.

They will be given the cards to access their accommoda-
tion option and relevant information and services of the 
complex. 

Presentation of the official competition schedule, logistics 
and tournament rules...

The documentation folder (groups, schedules, matches, 
etc.) will be delivered and the rules and regulations of the 
competition will be reviewed with the Competition 
Committee and Referees.

DOCUMENT CONTROL

EQUIPMENT RECEPTION

It will be the moment when the age control of the players 
will be carried out, so it is important not to forget to 
bring the original documents of each player.

Here you will be given the tournament material, accredi-
tations of participation, general information of activities 
and a corporate gift from the Organization (1 per person).

OPENING CEREMONY
It is undoubtedly one of the most anticipated events for all 
participants.
There will be a welcome from the Organization, musical 
performances, a parade through the streets of the city, 
fireworks, and many more surprises.

OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPH
All teams will receive an official tournament photo. The 
photo will be taken during the first day of the tournament.
During the tournament, there will be a photo department 
covering the entire event.

START OF THE COMPETITION
Matches at the highest level! The show begins...
In all the fields there will be a tent of the organization with 
responsible to help you in everything you need, federated 
referees, first aid service with ambulance, physiotherapist 
service, etc...

COACHES' MATCH
Match between coaches and members of the organization 
and where old glories of national and international soccer 
will shine.

You can't miss it!

FINALS AND CLOSING CEREMONY
During the morning of the last day of the tournament, the 
finals are played, and the teams untie behind their 
respective flags and pass in front of their trophy as if it 
were the final of the Champions League, the line-ups are 
read, and at the end of the match both champions and 
runners-up proudly raise their trophies.

RETURN TO THE CITY OF ORIGIN
The stay will have been full of excitement, joys and 
disappointments, but we will certainly have had a great 
time and look forward to returning to the next edition of 
the On Sports Winter Cup.

Experience TOURNAMENT BRIEFING
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OFFICIAL ACCOMMODATION

CAMBRILS PARK RESORT 4*

Cambrils Park Resort 4 * is located in Saluo (Tarragona), a few kilometers from the 
beach, and has shared outdoor pools and endless leisure, relaxation and sports 
areas.

It has spacious villas and bungalows that will make us wake up in the African 
savannah, on a Polynesian island, in a Caribbean village or on the shores of the 
Mediterranean.

Staying at Cambrils Park Resort is like taking a trip to a faraway paradise.

Quality and comfort are assured in an environment that invites you to dream.

Its high level of service, capacity and customer service, makes it the ideal place to 
host such sporting events.
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BUNGALOWS VILLA BONITA-CARIBE

 

BUNGALOWS FEATURES

Amenities: Parking space (unassigned), air 
conditioning / heating, telephone (internal calls 
only).

Bedroom: One bedroom with 1 double bed 
(160x200cm), one bedroom with two single beds 
(90x200cm), closet, hangers, sheets (changed every 
6 days), blankets, safe (25x28cm, deposit required at 
reception).

Kitchen: Ceramic hob, fridge / freezer, dishwasher, 
microwave, kettle, toaster, Italian coffee maker, set of 
pans, liquid detergent, crockery, glassware, broom, 
mop, recycling garbage can.

Dining room: Two sofas (80x150cm and 
80x190cm), plasma TV, dining table, tablecloth 
and with access to the terrace.

Bathroom: shower, bath towels (change every 3 
days), separate toilet, hair dryer and pool towels 
(deposit required at reception).

Terrace: table and chairs, sun loungers, porch, 
lawn, clothesline.
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APARTMENTS MEDITERRANEAN 

General: Unnumbered parking space, drinking 
water, air conditioning (hot/cold), telephone 
(internal calls).

Rooms: One bedroom with two single beds 
(90x190cm), plasma TV, complete bathroom en suite 
(WC i shower), closets, hangers, sheets, blankets, 
safe (40x45cm), daily cleaning.

Kitchen: Ceramic hob, fridge/freezer, dishwasher, 
dishwasher soap, microwave, kettle, toaster, Italian 
coffee maker, kitchenware, crockery, glassware, 
cutlery, broom, bucket and mop, garbage garbage 
can (recycling).

Dining room: Plasma TV, dining table, chairs, table 
linen, exit to the terrace.

Bathroom: Shower, bath towels, hair dryer, daily 
cleaning.

Terrace: Table and chairs, sun loungers, clothesline, 
parasol.

Upper floor: Porch. 
First floor: Lawn.

APARTAMENTS FEATURES
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INFORMATION OF INTEREST

To offer maximum comfort and convenience to our participants 
and companions, the accommodation options are in 4 * 
apartments and bungalows all of them in Cambrils Park Resorts.

We offer full board accommodation (breakfast, lunch and 
dinner).All participants and accompanying persons can enjoy a 
free buffet and the exceptional leisure facilities of one of the 
best hotel and sports complexes on the Mediterranean Coast.

* The Organization will assign accommodation to the teams in 
strict order of registration and payment.
* Any person who does not make a reservation through the 
Organization will be required to pay for their ticket for the 
events and matches.
* Once you have registered for the tournament, we will ask you 
to provide details of the room allocation you require.
* If your flight is delayed or cancelled or you simply need to 
extend your stay, we offer you the option of booking additional 
nights in the selected option.

Please do not hesitate to ask for more information.

Players/Staff Since 340€/person
Full Board (Multiple Room)* 
Acompanions                  Since 290€/person
Full Board (DoubleRoom)* 

        ** Sharing room with 2 adults (No players).

Children from 0 to 2 years old ** (All offers)        Free.
Single room supplement. On request.
Internal bus       55€/person
* Drinks included in meals (water).

PRICES

INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
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 INFORMATION OF INTEREST

To register, you must complete a contact form that can be found on 
the tournament website and send it to info@onsports.es.

For the pre-registration to be effective, a reservation fee of 1,800 
euros per team must be paid (deposit of 1,500 euros + 300 euros 
registration fee). Once the outstanding amount has been paid, the 
registration will be 100% confirmed.

The remaining amount must be paid before registration. The 
deadline stipulated by the Organization will be 15/10/2023.

REGISTRATION FEE

BOOKING CONDITIONS

The registration fee will be 300€ per team.

This fee includes participation in the tournament, sports insurance 
per player, On Sports gift, federated referees, water during the 
matches, physiotherapist, access to On Sports Fun Zone and many 
more surprises...

 INFORMATION AND RESERVATION
As soon as your club is registered, you will be able to check the 
updated registration details on the platform competition and use 
the access codes sent by e-mail:

Username: XXXX
Password: XXXX

You will be able to consult further information, such as club details, 
number of registered teams and categories, account status 
(payments, outstanding amounts), etc.

Any incorrect information or modifications you wish to make must 
be notified in writing to the Organization, as some of the sections 
will be available in "read only" form and we will have to modify that 
information for you.

For teams that do not have their own bus to go to the Tournament, 
the Organization provides a bus service. This service has a cost of 55 
€ for players and coaches and includes transportation from the 
hotel to the fields.

If you need transportation from the airport or from your city of 
origin, please contact us for a personalized quote.

 INSURANCE AND AMBULANCE SERVICE

All players are covered by an accident insurance that covers injuries 
that may occur during the development of the matches. 

This is injury insurance, not illness insurance. If a player goes to the 
hospital for treatment of an illness, the cost of care will be passed 
on to the player. First aid services are available at the sports 
facilities.

The tournament organization will not be responsible for theft or 
robbery both on and off the field.

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?
- Full board.
- 1 free coach per team.
- Federated referees in all our competitions.
- On-line competition platform and many more surprises.
- Participation of LaLiga Santander and LaLiga Smartbank teams.
- Opening and closing ceremony.
- 3 balls for warm-up and match preparation.
- Mineral water during the matches.
- Artificial turf fields with FIFA measurements.
- Official ON SPORTS gift.
- Trophies and medals for the finalists.
- Trophy "Fair Play" ON SPORTS WINTER CUP'23.

TRANSPORT SERVICE
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 MEDITERRANEAN SPORT VILLAGE
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In Mediterranean Sport Village we will give the possibility to any team to face the best national 
and international soccer academies.

Its 14 soccer fields with last generation grass are endorsed by UEFA and FIFA, and will be the 
epicenter of the best national and international soccer during the 4 days of competition.

MEDITERRANEAN SPORT VILLAGE

in the best sports facilities...



WE WILL BE PART OF YOUR TEAM

Our tournaments are supervised by sports specialists.

Event management with 20 years of experience in sporting events.

Sporting events where competition, fun and above all FAIR PLAY 
come together.

We guarantee the participation of top national and international 
teams.

We work year after year so that the stay is remembered by all 
participants.

We offer a 360º service to our clients covering both sporting and 
non-sporting needs.

Recordings of the expedition's games and broadcasting of the finals.

Fun Zone with alternative activities.

Possibility of taking a tour of the Nou Camp and clinics/campus 
with FC Barcelona coaches.

Cultural visits to the city of Barcelona.
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COMPETITION REGULATIONS

El torneo será jugado de acuerdo con las reglas de la FIFA y las 
adicionales de la RFEF, a excepción de los  detalles que se explican en 
este reglamento. 

PREVIOUS PHASE: The groups play a group stage, guaranteeing a 
minimum of 3 matches in this phase. 
FINAL PHASE*: The teams classified in first and second place play the 
FINAL PHASE by knockout.

* The composition of the groups and the qualifiers for the final phase 
may vary depending on the number of teams registered.
- Each match won means obtaining 3 POINTS.
- In case of a tie, each team will get 1 POINT.

If at the end of the classification group, two or more teams have the 
same number of points, the classification of one or the other team will 
be determined in the following way:
1. Goal difference.
2. Goals scored.
3. Individual result between the tied teams.
4. Fewest number of yellow and red cards.
5. Penalty kicks in accordance with RFEF rules.
In case of a tie in the semifinals and finals, the match will be decided 
by kicks from the penalty spot (according to RFEF rules).

REGULATIONS

COMPETITION FORMAT

The schedule will detail the time of the match, the field where it will be 
played and its location, and the corresponding age category.
It is possible, depending on the configuration of the group in which it 
has been registered, that a team plays more than one game per day.
The Organization reserves the right to change the groups, schedule, 
playing fields and match times. The delegates of the affected teams 
will be given sufficient notice.

MATCH SCHEDULE

The meetings will have the following duration:
2 x 20 min. *5 min. breaks (7-a-side soccer).
2 x 25 min. *5 min. breaks (Soccer-11).

** The finals will be increased by 5 minutes each half in all categories.

On the day of arrival at the tournament, the age control of all 
participants will be carried out. To do this, the delegate or team 
manager must bring the original ID or passport of each player.
Any player who does not present any of these documents will not be 
registered. The players who do not have a D.N.I. or passport, may 
present the federative card or family book.

DURATION OF MATCHES

AGE CONTROL

A minimum of 12 players per team and a maximum of 14 players can be 
registered in SOCCER 7 and a minimum of 18 players and a maximum 
of 20 players in SOCCER 11.

All registered players may be available to the coach in each game and 
occupy a place on the bench. There is no limit to the number of players 
to be used in a match. There will be no limit of substitutions. A 
substituted player may re-enter the field of play.

It is allowed to use any player from the same club in different 
categories*. To do so, the player must be of age and registered in the 
corresponding lists.

* Except in teams competing in the same age group.

NUMBER OF PLAYERS

Download the
Registration

Find more 
information on

our website
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COMPETITION REGULATIONS

DOCUMENTATION TO BE PRESENTED AT EACH MATCH

CLAIMS

In any case, if the legality of the claimed player is proven, the claimant 
will lose the deposit made. Otherwise it will be refunded in full. 
Complaints about refereeing errors cannot change the result of the 
match. The decision of the Competition Committee is final and 
irrevocable. The interpretation of the facts and decisions will be final.

15 minutes before each game, the team delegate must review the score 
sheet that will be at the Organization's table on the field:

SOCCER 11: They should write the bib number of all players in the 
column provided and mark the 11 starting players.

SOCCER 7: You must write the number of all players in the column and 
mark the 7 starting players.

It is compulsory to bring one of the following original documents for 
each player to each match:

- D.N.I. or Passport or Family Book or Federative card.

No match can start without the referee having the list of players.

Delegates who want to check the legality of the participation of any 
player, may do so until before the end of the match, reporting to the 
oficial of the Organization in charge of the field. At the time of 
making the claim, the claimant must make a deposit of 20 Euros for 
each player claimed.

In the event that the claimed player certifies its legality by 
presenting any of the original documents requested, the field official 
will consider the claim as finalized. In the event that the claimed 
player does not have the requested document, or does not appear 
on the lists, the claimant and the claimed player (along with the 
team manager) will be summoned two hours later at the headquar-
ters of the Competition Committee of the tournament (Information 
Center), which will decide on the matter.
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+ 34 699 069 131
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